Dubna Conference Endorses
Global Glass-Steagall
The International Conference on Fundamental Problems of Sustained Development in the System of Nature-Society-Man, held Oct. 24-25 at Dubna University in Russia, included the following endorsement of
a global Glass-Steagall principle, as Point 4 of the
conference resolution.
In view of the persistent threat of disintegration of the
existing world financial system, caused by the ballooning of speculative capital, which has no real
backing and has reached astronomical dimensions
(USD 1.5 quadrillion, by some estimates) as of 2011,
as well as the fact that the measures proposed by
countries party to the global crisis are insufficient and
have not reduced the size of the “soap bubble,” which
is fueling negative trends within the world economy
and aggravating the global crisis, additional measures are urgently required.

the Federation Council (the upper house of Russia’s
Federal Assembly) A.P. Torshin, Academician Yu.S.
Vasilyev, who heads the St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University, and the vice president of the International Engineering Academy, A.A. Speransky.
It was announced during the conference that the
Dubna International Scientific School—“Project Management of Sustained Innovation-Based Development”
has been awarded the Order of the Glory of Russia, a
prestigious recognition of outstanding public service in
the national interest, as determined by the official Russian Heraldic Chamber.

Principles of a Credit System
The 15-minute video briefing by Shields, following
immediately upon LaRouche’s words of greeting, was
prepared by an LPAC Basement team. It discussed the
urgent need to implement the Glass-Steagall principle,
protecting normal lending for useful activity against the
predations of monetary speculation, to bring about eco32
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In this connection the participants in the conference unanimously support the call by Lyndon LaRouche and Helga Zepp-LaRouche for curing the
world financial system through adoption of the necessary, top-priority measures, including:
• a restoration of Roosevelt’s Glass-Steagall law
(dated June 13, 1933), which forbade banks from
using citizens’ deposits for their purely trading operations, as well as defining investment in the real
economy and in future infrastructure projects, within
the global economy;
• adoption of a system of fixed exchange rates by
participating countries;
• government support for industry-banks, which
invest in projects in the real economy, including the
innovation economy, based on a system of fixed exchange rates;
• agreement on and implementation of long-term
(around 50 years) government contracts with the national central bank and a system of industry-banks, in
order to create conditions for a transition to the sustained innovation-based development of countries
taking part in the global process of preserving the development of planetary life on Earth.

nomic recovery in every country. The video message
illustrated the unique suitability of a non-monetarist
credit system for enabling the intentional development
of the physical economy, tracing the emergence of this
principle through the history of evolution on Earth, up
to the powers of today’s potential “reconnection” of
mankind and our planet through the construction of the
North American Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA)
and the Eurasian Land-Bridge, connected across the
Bering Strait.
The video includes new topological animations of
this transformation of the Earth. Narrated in English
with Russian subtitles, it is available on YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJpYN0i9fls.
The LaRouche-Shields address was received with
enthusiasm by the conference participants from Russia
and the neighboring countries, notably Kazakstan.
The ideas of Kuznetsov and those of LaRouche are
especially popular in leading circles of Kazakstan,
thanks inclusively to the circulation there of studies
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